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Theoretical framework 
Ethics in engineering education 
In the engineering education literature, the concept of ethics has been described as 
consisting of three dimensions: 1. “ordinary morality”, which refers to standards of conduct 
that apply to everybody, such as “don’t kill”; 2. “moral theory”, i.e. a philosophical discipline; 
and 3. professional ethics that only apply to members of certain groups (e.g. engineering 
ethics, which apply to engineers “and no one else”) (Davis, 2006). Davis argues that 
engineering education should focus on professional ethics, but he admits that “professional 
ethics differs from ordinary morality, when it does differ, only in demanding more (‘a higher 
standard’)” (2006, p. 719). Since this paper presents an exploratory study, I have chosen to 
define ethics as a broad concept that includes all three of Davis’ dimensions of ethics.  
Based on a systematic review of the literature on ethics interventions in US engineering 
education, Hess and Fore (2018) identified three types of learning goals for ethical 
development: ethical sensitivity/awareness, ethical judgment/decision-making, and ethical 
commitment/confidence. In this paper, I use the term ethical reflection to denote an activity 
that foregrounds ethical judgment/decision-making, but implicitly also draws on ethical 
sensitivity/awareness and ethical commitment/confidence. While some scholars argue that 
ethical commitment cannot and should not be taught in engineering education (e.g. Abaté, 
2011), I argue that it is neither desirable nor possible to separate the three types of learning 
goals from each other, since it is not possible to engage in ethical judgment without first 
becoming aware of ethical concerns and committing oneself to paying attention to these 
concerns. Drawing on Cech’s description of the culture of disengagement in engineering 
education, I argue that ethical awareness and commitment are, at least to some degree, 
learned through socialization processes in engineering education: 

“Aspiring engineers are introduced to their professional roles and responsi-
bilities through the process of professional socialization. Through classes, 

internships, design projects, and friendships, students are transformed from 
laypersons into engineers; they are expected to adopt the profession’s 

epistemologies, values, and norms; identify with particular symbols; and 
learn to project a confident, capable image of expertise.” (Cech, 2014, p. 49) 

In other words: by adopting values and norms that are articulated in engineering education 
(for example related to ethics), students learn to view certain practices and concerns as 
important for engineering and others as tangential. 

Discourse theory 
The research presented in this paper is based on a social constructionist perspective and, 
more specifically, on discourse theory (Laclau & Mouffe, 1985). Discourse theory is one of a 
range of approaches to the analysis of discourse. Jørgenssen and Phillips (2002, p. 1) define 
discourse as “a particular way of talking about and understanding the world (or an aspect of 
the world).” They further state that discourse analysis, like all other social constructionist 
approaches to research, is based on a relativist epistemology according to which we do not 
have direct access to reality. Rather,  

“our access to reality is always through language. With language, we create 
representations of reality that are never mere reflections of a pre-existing 

reality but contribute to constructing reality. That does not mean that reality 
itself does not exist. Meanings and representations are real. Physical objects 

also exist, but they only gain meaning through discourse.” (ibid, pp.8-9) 

In discourse theory, the process through which representations of reality are constructed is 
called articulation, which is described as “any practice establishing a relation among 
elements such that their identity is modified as a result of the articulatory practice” (Laclau & 
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Mouffe, 1985, p. 105). In other words, articulation is the process through which meanings are 
temporarily fixed to give priority to certain discourses (rather than others). Articulation 
structures discourses around central elements, so-called nodal points, that are articulated 
through relations with other elements (ibid.). For example, an important nodal point in this 
paper is “ethics” and the analysis (see below) focuses on identifying elements that are 
related to ethics. Articulation is always contingent on specific contexts and can, therefore, be 
changed. The concept of disarticulation is often described as the process of undoing an 
articulation and thus changing the meaning of a nodal point (Clarke, 2015). In this paper, 
however, I use the term to denote the process of articulating elements as different from other 
elements, i.e. the process of constructing opposition among elements. Articulation and 
disarticulation can occur through several steps, creating chains of equivalence (figure 1). 
Finally, while some elements are clearly articulated in certain contexts, others remain “vague, 
highly variable, unspecifiable” and they may “mean different things to different people”. In 
discourse theory, these elements are called floating signifiers (Chandler, n.d.; see also 
Mehlman, 1972). 
 

 

Figure 1. A nodal point (dark blue) is articulated (blue, continuous lines) in relation to 
elements (blue) B and C via a chain of equivalence, and simultaneously disarticulated 
(red, dashed line) in relation to element A. 

Methods 
Research context 
The study context is a five-year engineering program in Sweden1. The program combines 
undergraduate and graduate studies; students who finish the program are awarded a Master 
of Science degree. Every year, 60 students are accepted to start on the program. Female 
students are in a clear minority: typically, less than five of the incoming students are women. 
The success rate for the program is low and it is common that less than half of the incoming 
cohort completes their studies. For those students who do complete the program, however, 
job prospects are generally very good. 
The research presented in this paper focuses on the first course in the program. It is a broad 
introductory course that covers topics such as group and project work, design methodology, 
study techniques, oral presentations, repetition of basic mathematics skills, outlooks on the 
future profession, and ethics. The course runs over 4.5 weeks and is given on a full-time 
basis. The course includes a variety of lectures, guest lectures, and seminars. The course 
also includes a group project during which students develop a computer game.  
According to the course description, the ethics teaching in the course aims to develop the 
students’ ability to discuss their future professional roles, including moral/ethical concerns 
that may arise in the professional context. At the time of data collection, the ethics teaching 
consisted of several different activities. First, towards the beginning of the course, the 
students had a lecture on ethics in which the concept of professional ethics and two 
professional codes of ethics were introduced. During this lecture, students also discussed 
several fictive ethics cases (e.g. related to automatization and intellectual property rights) in 
small groups and from different perspectives (e.g. as an employee or customer). At the end 
of the lecture, the students were given a task description for an individual reflective essay 
that was due at the end of the course. For the essay, each student had to identify a specific 
situation (an ethical dilemma) that they could expect to encounter in their later professional 
life. The students also had to apply at least one of the professional codes to the dilemma and 

                                                
1 For the results presented in this paper, the specific type of engineering program is deemed to be 
insignificant; this information is therefore omitted to protect participants’ anonymity. 

Element A Nodal point Element B Element C 
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discuss how they would act if they were faced with this dilemma. Second, the teachers 
organized a company fair for all students in the program. During this fair, the first-year 
students were to talk to representatives from different companies and ask them about their 
experiences with ethical dilemmas in the profession. Third, the students had a guest lecture 
during which they discussed classical moral dilemmas (such as the trolley problem) and 
profession-specific dilemmas. In this lecture, the teacher used the polling software 
Mentimeter to allow students to anonymously state their opinions on the dilemmas. The 
teacher then asked the students to discuss and explain the results in plenum. Fourth, the 
students had a mandatory seminar during which they, among other topics, discussed the 
answers they had received from the company representatives about ethical dilemmas in the 
profession. Finally, at the end of the course, the students had to hand in their reflective 
essays and, three weeks later, the teacher who had graded the essays held a short feedback 
session and returned the essays. 

Data collection 
To collect data, I used an ethnographic approach (Atkinson & Hammersley, 2007), following 
the students to most of their lectures and seminars during the course. In some instances, I 
participated in group discussions or worked on mathematics problem sets together with the 
students, but I mostly focused on observing and producing jottings. Jottings are brief written 
notes that are taken during field observations and that later serve as a memory support for 
constructing detailed fieldnotes (Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 2011). To produce jottings, I used 
Melin’s system of stenography (Anon., n.d.), which allowed me to produce detailed notes, 
including shorter verbal quotes. I primarily focused on observing actions, e.g.: What did 
teachers and students talk about and how? How did they relate to each other? Did they 
express (dis)agreement on certain topics? What types of student behavior and expressions 
were praised or scolded? I also took notes on, for example, physical settings; how students 
and teachers positioned themselves and moved in these settings; how they were dressed; 
and my own actions, experiences, and reflections during the observations. As soon as 
possible after each observed activity (typically by the next day), I expanded the jottings into 
digital fieldnotes, thus producing a more detailed description and adding personal reflections 
and preliminary ideas for analysis and interpretation (Emerson et al., 2011). Data collection is 
still on-going and includes data not only from the introductory course, but also from two other 
first-year courses and student welcome activities. So far, the fieldnotes cover approximately 
100h of observations. I have also audio-recorded selected lectures (~9h); conducted audio-
recorded semi-structured interviews with five students and two teachers; and collected a 
wide range of documents, such as course and program descriptions, lecture slides and 
handouts, task descriptions, and student essays on ethical dilemmas (59). The research 
presented in this paper is based on an analysis of data relating to the introductory course, 
including fieldnotes and lecture-recordings, interviews with students and teachers, and 
selected lecture slides and task descriptions. 

Data analysis 
In ethnographic research, it is common to engage in preliminary data analysis in parallel with 
ongoing data collection. As researchers reflect on their observations and experiences in the 
field, they gradually develop a clearer focus for further data collection (Atkinson & 
Hammersley, 2007). In this study, the expansion of jottings into fieldnotes provided a 
valuable opportunity for continuous, preliminary data analysis (see also Emerson et al., 
2011). Similarly, detailed verbatim transcription of audio-data provided an opportunity to 
develop a thorough understanding of the data and to note initial analytic ideas (Braun & 
Clarke, 2006). In addition, I discussed data excerpts and initial analytic ideas during several 
seminars and meetings with other researchers who work with discourse analysis and/or 
science and engineering education. 
After the end of the introductory course, the analysis proceeded in six steps: First, I 
conducted an inductive thematic analysis in which I used open coding to produce a broad 
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understanding of interesting themes in the material (c.f. Braun & Clarke, 2006). This analysis 
was guided by a broad focus on how societal concerns are constructed in the course. This 
analysis resulted in 673 codes, organized under 19 parent codes (e.g. “emotions”, “teacher-
student relationship”, “technology-society relationship”, and “importance”) and a total of 8236 
coding instances where most data extracts were coded with several codes. As a result of this 
broad analysis, I identified ethics and ethical reflection as important nodal points to explore in 
further analysis. Second, I selected all codes (n=45) that could be related to ethics and 
ethical reflection (e.g. “ethical reflection”, “non-technical”, and “personal responsibility”) and 
retrieved all data extracts that were coded with these codes (n=735, including duplicates, i.e. 
segments that were coded with several of the relevant codes). The retrieved segments 
constituted the data set for further analysis. Third, I conducted a thematic analysis on the 
new data set. This analysis was theoretically informed by concepts from discourse theory 
(e.g. articulation, floating signifier) and from my previous research on complex sustainability 
problems in engineering education (Lönngren, 2017). This analysis resulted in 87 codes, 
organized under 19 parent codes (e.g. “is rendered important”, “floating signifier”, “is 
excluded from core subject area”) and a total of 880 coding instances. Fourth, I identified 
ethics and ethical reflection as important nodal points and selected all data excerpts (n=169) 
in which these nodal points were (dis)articulated in relation to other elements. This selection 
constituted the data set for further analysis. Fifth, I printed the new data set and color-coded 
nodal points, elements, and linguistic features that constructed linkages (e.g. “x is also y”, 
“and”) or oppositions (e.g. “x is not y”, “but”) among elements. Sixth, I drew a mind map to 
visualize all identified nodal points, linkages, and oppositions. 

Results 
Due to space limitations, it is not possible to describe all of the results from the analysis. 
Instead, I have chosen three articulatory themes that are particularly relevant for addressing 
the aim of the research, i.e. to explore how the concepts of ethics and ethical reflection are 
discursively constructed in an introductory engineering course in Sweden. These themes are 
ethics as “something other”, ethics and ethical reflection as unscientific, and quality of ethical 
reflection as a floating signifier. To illustrate these results, I use excerpts from transcripts and 
fieldnotes. For excerpts from fieldnotes, double citation marks are used; for verbal quotes 
within fieldnotes, single quotation marks are used. Italicized text indicates verbal stress and 
(…) indicates omissions from quotes. Square brackets indicate additions that are used to 
clarify the meaning of the quote and double round brackets are used to indicate non-verbal 
communication, such as laughter. 

Ethics as “something other” 
In several instances in the empirical material, ethics is articulated indirectly, i.e. through 
disarticulation. In these instances, ethics is described as “something other” than the core 
subject area of the engineering program. For example, one of the teachers says: 
T2: Engineering programs are supposed to be broad and include different subjects. (…) There’s 
something that we call ‘general engineering courses’ and (…) you’re not allowed to take [those 
courses] at our department (…) You have to do something other. And I’d like to see even more of 
something other ((laughs)). Because I think that many [of the students] graduate with very, very, very 
deep knowledge of [subject area], very specialized knowledge. But I’d like to cut that down a little and 
instead get in a little more about the outside world ((laughs)). (Interview with a teacher) 

The teacher provides a diverse set of examples of what could count as “something other”, for 
example business economics, law, philosophy, ethics, history of technology. Other examples 
that teachers mention during course activities include religion and foreign languages. 

                                                
2 In this study, I deemed it to be more important to protect the participants’ anonymity than to know 
who said what. I therefore use “T” for all teachers and “S” for all students. 
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Similarly, in one of the interviews, a student talks about religion, history, and social science 
as something other than engineering: 
JL: What would you say is the biggest difference between high school and this [engineering] program? 
S: Well, that you only take courses in [subject area] and math. Like everything that has to do with 
[subject area]. Compared to the pre-engineering program I went to for high school. There you still had 
religion, history, social science, and things like that. So (…) it didn’t really feel like engineering 
because there was so much other stuff. (Interview with a student) 

Students also describe that they experienced the ethics essay as something that does not 
clearly relate to the rest of the course. The essay was experienced as a “tick-box exercise”, 
something one just had to get done before going back to what is really relevant. In other 
words: the essay is disarticulated from the core content of the course and the program:  
JL: What did you think about [the ethics essay] that you had to write? 
S: It felt like (…) it was just a tick-box exercise. Like it was just a check mark, a point on a list that you 
had to cross out. And then just like ‘oh look, our students [in subject area] need to be ethical!’ ‘Well, 
just throw this at them (…)!’  
JL: Right. Can you pinpoint what it was that made you feel like that? 
S: I think (…) it was quite badly integrated with the other assignments [in the course]. It really didn’t 
have anything to do with anything else [in the course]. (Interview with a student) 

In summary, ethics is articulated as something that is not taught at the department (which 
can be anything from ethics to law, history, or foreign languages). Ethics is also explicitly 
disarticulated from the core content of the introductory course and the entire engineering 
program (figure 2). 

Ethics and ethical reflection as unscientific 
In several instances in the empirical material, ethics is articulated as “common sense” and 
disarticulated from scientific reasoning and writing. For example, on one of the presentation 
slides in the first lecture on ethics, professional ethics was defined as “formalized common 
sense”3. Similarly, in an interview, a student describes the professional codes of ethics as 
“mostly about common sense”. In another interview, a student suggests that one’s personal 
ethics may be more important than what is written in the professional codes: 
JL: Do you think you’ll use them [the codes of ethics] again at some point? 
S: (…) No, I don’t think so. I mean, you’ll of course try to act ethically, but I think that you’ll mostly stick 
to your own ethics rather than what some other organization thinks you should do. There’s a lot of 
overlap [between the codes and one’s own ethics] (…), but I don’t think I’ll ask myself (…) ‘what do 
they think about this’? (Interview with student) 

Thus, both students and teachers articulate ethics as common sense thinking that is based 
on personal values. Ethics is simultaneously disarticulated from resting on carefully 
developed principles that are worth learning and adhering to. In an academic context, where 
scientific knowledge is highly valued, articulating ethics as common sense thinking 
constructs ethics as having a lower status than the core content of the program.  
Similarly, in other data excerpts, writing about ethical reflection is constructed as having a 
lower status than writing about the core content of the program. This is due to a chain of 
equivalence that articulates 1. ethical reflection as something that is personal, 2. writing 
about personal topics as employing colloquial language, and 3. writing in colloquial language 
as inferior to scientific writing. I will start to illustrate the third step through an excerpt from an 
interview with the teacher who graded the ethics essays:  
T: I’ve been very forgiving of their writing. I mean, (…) if I think they’ve used an awful lot of colloquial 
language, then I’ve commented on it. But I haven’t (…) corrected in their texts, like ‘this is wrong, and 
this is wrong, and this is wrong’. I’ve just said ‘this is worth thinking about’”. (Interview with a teacher) 

                                                
3 The Swedish expression used is “formaliserat bondförnuft”, which verbally translated would be 
“formalized farmers’ wisdom”.   
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Expressions such as “an awful lot” and “this is wrong” clearly construct colloquial language 
as low-quality writing, even if the teacher does not fail students for having used colloquial 
language in their essays. Later in the interview, I returned to the topic of colloquial language 
to try to better understand how it is articulated: 
JL: This issue with colloquial language (…), is that something you recognize from other tasks, lab 
reports or anything like that? 
T: Yes, absolutely. And I have to say that was, uhm, I think it’s okay in this sort of task. And that’s what 
[teacher’s name] said as well, during his introduction [to the task], that it’s all right to write from an I-
perspective and so on. Because this is a reflection, you’re supposed to think about your concerns, so 
it’s okay to talk about yourself and your [concerns]. But in general, I think people write worse and 
worse. Like they use more and more colloquial language and they don’t even notice that it’s colloquial. 
(…) There was one [student] who had [written] ‘våran’ och ‘vårat’4 and an awful lot of these kinds of 
expressions that, well, you don’t write like that [in] formal [texts]. (Interview with a teacher) 

In this excerpt, the articulation of colloquial language (third step in the chain of equivalence) 
becomes even clearer when the teacher articulates “people write worse and worse” with 
“they use more and more colloquial language and they don’t even notice [it]” and “you don’t 
write like that in formal texts”. At the same time, the teacher (falsely?) articulates colloquial 
language with writing about personal topics from an I-perspective (second step in the chain 
of equivalence). She also articulates writing about personal topics with ethical reflection (first 
step in the chain of equivalence), saying that “it’s okay in this sort of task”. In other words, 
through three steps of articulation, ethical reflection is constructed as something that is of low 
quality and not appropriate “in formal texts”. This construction becomes even clearer through 
disarticulation of the ethics essay from scientific writing: 
JL: Do they [the students] have anything in the program where they get instruction on how to write? 
T: (…) There used to be, actually in this [course]. There used to be an activity on scientific writing and 
that kind of things. (…) But then this assignment [the ethics essay] turned out really weird because 
they [the students] thought they had to write it scientifically, so ((laughs)) they [the teachers] stopped 
doing that [activity]. (Interview with a teacher) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Articulation of the nodal points (dark blue) “ethics and ethical reflection” and 
“core subject area” in relation to each other and other elements (blue). Continuous 
dark blue lines indicate articulation, dashed red lines indicate disarticulation. 

Scientific writing, in turn, is articulated as something that is advanced (only for graduate 
students) and worth teaching (through instruction and plenty of feedback). It is also 
articulated as being about the core subject area: 

                                                
4 “Våran” and “vårat” are colloquial forms of the Swedish pronouns “vår” and “vårt”, both of which are 
translated to English as “our”.  
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T: Later, there is a course, at the graduate level, that we call ‘student conference in [subject area]’. In 
that course they [the students] write scientific papers, they pretend to write for a conference. And then 
they get a lot of feedback and then they get instruction on how to write. (Interview with a teacher) 

Thus, the circle of articulation is closed: the core subject area is articulated as advanced and 
of high quality while anything that is not the core subject area (including ethics and ethical 
reflection) is articulated as of inferior quality and thus lower status. The results for the first 
two articulatory themes (ethics as “something other” and ethics and ethical reflection as 
unscientific) are summarized in figure 2. 

Quality of ethical reflection as a floating signifier 
Above, I have described how ethics is articulated broadly as anything that is not the core 
content of the course or the program. This broad articulation leaves the concept of ethics 
rather ill-defined, i.e. it remains a floating signifier that is open for different articulations. 
Without clearly articulating ethics, it is also difficult to articulate related nodes, such as the 
quality of ethical reflection, which therefore also remains a floating signifier. I observed this 
lack of articulation in the feedback session for the reflective essays.  
The teacher opened the feedback session by stating: “‘I really enjoyed’ reading your texts. I 
think you’ve done a great job” (fieldnotes). The teacher then turned to talk about general 
concerns with how to write reports at university, stressing the importance of, for example, a 
“‘spacious layout’” with a title page and a free-standing introduction, and correctly using 
references. The teacher particularly stressed the last point, saying: how to “write references, 
‘that’s something that you really have to look into before you write your next report’” 
(fieldnotes). After a detailed treatment of how to write formal reports, the teacher concluded: 
“‘when it comes to reflecting,’ there really isn’t anything that’s right or wrong.” Later, the 
teacher says that the students have not received a lot of individual feedback on their ethical 
reflection because ‘it’s hard to give exhaustive comments on something that is good’” 
(fieldnotes). 
In other words, the teacher provided detailed quality criteria for formal aspects of the essay, 
but the quality of ethical reflection remained unarticulated. In fact, by stating that “there really 
isn’t anything that’s right or wrong” the teacher explicitly (though most certainly 
unconsciously) disarticulated ethical reflection from any type of quality criteria. Reflection on 
an ethical dilemma is “good” as soon as it is performed – in any form. 
Unfortunately, this lack of articulation of the quality of ethical reflection seems to have 
contributed to articulating ethical reflection as something that is not very important and 
something that cannot and does not need to be learned or developed. For example, when 
the teacher asked the students to discuss their essays with each other, the students thought 
that “there wasn’t really a lot to talk about” because they had not “gotten any complaints 
((laughs)) (…) on the essay” (interview with a student). All of the interviewed students 
expressed that they would have liked to get more individual feedback on their essays, but 
they also acknowledged that the teacher did not have enough time to do so. They also said 
that that was okay “because it [the reflective essay] wasn’t very important either”. 

Discussion and Conclusion 
In this paper, I have presented results from a study that aimed to explore how the concepts 
of ethics and ethical reflection are discursively constructed in an introductory engineering 
course in Sweden. Based on a discourse analysis of ethnographic data, I have argued that 
the core subject area of the engineering program is articulated as advanced and of high 
quality, while anything that is not the core subject area (including ethics and ethical 
reflection) is articulated as of inferior quality, lower status, not learnable, and not very 
important. 
The results contribute to developing a better understanding of the processes through which a 
culture of disengagement (Cech, 2014) may be perpetuated in engineering education. Cech 
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suggested that the culture of disengagement rests on “three ideological pillars: the ideology 
of depoliticization, which frames any ‘non-technical’ concerns such as public welfare as 
irrelevant to ‘real’ engineering work; the technical/ social dualism, which devalues ‘social’ 
competencies such as those related to public welfare; and the meritocratic ideology, which 
frames existing social structures as fair and just” (ibid., p. 45). The results presented in this 
paper illuminate articulatory processes through which the first two of these pillars of 
disengagement can operate in engineering education as they construct ethics as different 
from, and less relevant than purely technical concerns. I have identified six processes: 1. 
disarticulating ethics from the core subject area, 2. articulating ethics and ethical reflection as 
common sense, 3. articulating ethical reflection with colloquial language and thus inferior 
quality and status, 4. disarticulating ethical reflection from scientific writing, 5. articulating the 
core subject area of engineering with scientific writing and thus advanced and high quality, 
and 6. failing to clearly articulate quality criteria for ethical reflection. 
Luckily, since discursive articulation always is contingent and temporal, it can also be 
changed. The results presented in this paper point to several ways in which teachers can 
contribute to changing the discursive construction of ethics to render it more important in 
engineering education. First, teachers can consciously avoid constructing ethics as 
“something other” than the core subject area. Teachers can describe ethics as an important 
topic in its own right, rather than one element among a broad range of “other” topics. 
Second, teachers can avoid describing ethical reflection as characterized by colloquial 
language that is of lower quality than scientific writing. A text on an ethical dilemma should 
demand the same linguistic quality as a technical report on an engineering project. Third, 
teachers can develop clear quality criteria for ethical reflection to avoid leaving ethical 
reflection as a floating signifier. To do so, teachers will need access to both resources 
(especially time) and competence development. Luckily, previous research provides tools to 
support teachers in assessing ethical reflection. For example, Shuman et al. (2005) have 
developed an assessment rubric that can be used to assess the quality of five components of 
ethical reflection: identifying a dilemma, appropriate use of facts, analysis, use of multiple 
perspectives, and resolution of the dilemma. Using such a rubric may help to construct 
ethical reflection as a learning outcome that is as important, as advanced, and as learnable 
as purely technical problem solving. 
Due to the exploratory nature of the study, the results are not directly generalizable to 
engineering education at large. However, the pervasiveness of the “culture of 
disengagement” in different contexts of engineering education (Cech, 2014) suggests that 
much engineering education also is dominated by discourses that construct ethics and other 
societal concerns as marginal. The three articulatory themes presented in this paper (ethics 
as “common sense”, ethics and ethical reflection as unscientific, and quality of ethical 
reflection as a floating signifier) provide stepping stones for exploring the discursive 
construction of ethics in other contexts in future research. 
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